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1. Introduction 

 

The notion of BCK-algebras was proposed by Iami and Iseki [6,7,9]in 1966. In the same year, 

Iseki [8] introduced the notion of a BCI-algebra which is a generalization of BCK-algebra. Since 

then numerous mathematical papers have been written investigating the algebraic properties of 

the BCK / BCI-algebras and their relationship with other structures including lattices and 

Boolean algebras. There is a great deal of literature which has been produced on the theory of 

BCK/BCI-algebras, in particular, emphasis seems to have been put on the ideal theory of 

BCK/BCI-algebras [15,16,17,19, 21]. For the general development of BCK/BCI-algebras the 

ideal theory plays an important role. The concept of fuzzy sets was first introduced by Zadeh 

[28]. From that time, the theory of fuzzy sets which has been developed in many directions and 

found applications in a wide variety of fields [5,11 ,13,14,18,24,25,26 ]. In 1991, Xi [27] applied 

the concept of fuzzy sets to BCI, BCK, MV-algebras. The ideal theory and its fuzzification play 
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an important role .In [20] J.Meng and Y.B.Jun studied medial BCI-algebras. In [23] S.M.Mostafa, 

Y.B.Jun and A.El-menshawy introduce the notion of medial ideals in BCI-algebras, they state 

the fuzzification of medial ideals and investigate its properties. Biswas in [4] gave the idea of 

anti fuzzy subgroups. Jun [12 ] defined a doubt fuzzy sub-algebra, doubt fuzzy ideal, doubt fuzzy 

implicative ideal, and doubt fuzzy prime ideal in BCI-algebras and got some results about it. The 

idea of “intuitionistic fuzzy set” was first published by Atanassov [1,2 ] as a generalization of the 

notion of fuzzy sets. After that many researchers consider the Fuzzifications of ideals and sub-

algebras in BCK/BCI-algebras. Menshawy [21] introduced the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy 

medial ideals and investigated some simple but elegant results. Kyoung, Jun and Doh  [10] 

discussed fuzzy translations, (normalized, maximal) fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications 

of fuzzy subalgebras in BCK/BCI-algebras and introduced  the relations among fuzzy 

translations, (normalized, maximal) fuzzy extensions and fuzzy multiplications .In [3], the 

authors have studied doubt intuitionistic fuzzy sub-algebras , doubt intuitionistic fuzzy ideals in 

BCK=BCI-algebras and introduced the relations among doubt intuitionistic fuzzy ideals and 

doubt intuinistic fuzzy H-ideals .Here in this paper, we modify the ideas of Atanassov [1,2] , Jun 

[10,12] to introduce the notion of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideals in 

BCI-algebras and obtain some interesting results. Moreover, some algorithms for medial ideals, 

fuzzy set and doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals have been constructed. 

 

2. Preliminaries 

 

We review some definitions and properties that will be useful in our results. 

 

Definition 2.1 [8]. An algebraic system )0,,( X of type (2, 0) is called a BCI-algebra if it 

satisfying the following conditions: 

     (BCI-1) ,0)())()((  yzzxyx  

     (BCI-2) ,0))((  yyxx  

     (BCI-3) ,0xx  

     (BCI-4) 0yx  and 0xy  imply yx  . 
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For all Xzyx  and , . In a BCI-algebra X, we can define a partial ordering”” by yx   if and 

only if 0 yx . 

In what follows, X will denote a BCI-algebra unless otherwise specified. 

 

Definition 2.2 [20]. A BCI-algebra )0,,( X  of type (2, 0) is called a medial BCI-algebra if it 

satisfying the following condition: )()()()( uyzxuzyx   ,for all  Xuzyx  and ,, .  

 

Lemma  2.3[20]. An algebra (X, , 0) of type (2, 0) is a medial BCI-algebra if and only if it 

satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) )(  )( xyzzyx   

(ii) xx 0  

(iii) 0 xx  

 

Lemma 2.4[20]. In a medial BCI-algebra X, the following holds: 

yyxx  )( , for all Xyx  , .   

 

Lemma 2.5.Let X be a medial BCI-algebra, then yxxy  )(0 , for all Xyx  , . 

Proof. Clear. 

 

Definition 2.6. A non empty subset S of a medial BCI-algebra X is said to be medial sub-algebra 

of X, if Syx  , for all Syx , . 

 

Definition 2.7 [8]. A non-empty subset I of a BCI-algebra X is said to be a BCI-ideal of X if it 

satisfies:  

     (I1) ,0 I  

     (I2) Iyx  and Iy  implies Ix  for all Xyx  , .  

 

Definition 2.8[23]. A non empty subset M of a medial BCI-algebra X is said to be a medial ideal 

of X if it satisfies:  

     (M1) ,0 M  
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     (M2) Mxyz  )( and Mzy   imply Mx  for all Xzyx  and , .  

 

Proposition 2.9[23 ]. Any medial ideal of a BCI-algebra must be a BCI- ideal but the converse is 

not true. 

 

Proposition 2.10. Any BCI- ideal of a medial BCI-algebra is a medial ideal.  

Proof. Let M be a BCI- ideal in a medial BCI-algebra X, such that MzyMxyz  ,)( , for 

all Xzyx  ,, , by lemma 2.3(i), we have Mzyx  )( , Mzy  . But M is a BCI-ideal, 

therefore Mx .Then M is a medial ideal. 

 

Example 2.11. Let X = {0,1,2,3,4,5} be a set with a binary operation   defined by the following 

table: 

 

* 0 1 2 3 4 5 

0 0 0 0 0 4 4 

1 1 0 1 0 4 4 

2 2 2 0 0 4 4 

3 3 2 1 0 4 4 

4 4 4 4 4 0 0 

5 5 4 5 4 1 0 

 

Using the algorithms in Appendix B , we can prove that )0,,( X  is a BCI-algebra and 

 A = {0, 1, 2, 3} is a medial-ideal of X.  

 

3. Doubt fuzzy medial ideal  

 

Definition 3.1.[ 12]. Let X be a BCI-algebra. a fuzzy set   in X is called doubt fuzzy BCI-ideal 

of X if it satisfies:  

     (FI1) ),()0( x   

     (FI2) )},(),(max{)( yyxx    for all Xzyx  and , . 
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Definition 3.2. Let X be a BCI-algebra. A fuzzy set   in X is called doubt fuzzy medial ideal of 

X if it satisfies:  

     (FM1) ),()0( x   

     (FM2) )},()),((max{)( zyxyzx   for all Xzyx  and , . 

 

Lemma 3.3. Any doubt fuzzy medial-ideal of a BCI-algebra is doubt fuzzy subalgebra of X. 

Proof. In definition 3.2, put 0z  in (FM2) and using lemma 2.4, we have    

              )}(),(max{)}0(),(0(max{)( yyxyxyx   .  

 

4. Doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals in BCI-algebras  

 

Definition 4.1 [1]. An Intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly IFS) A in a nonempty set X is an object 

having the form },|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA    where the function A : ]1,0[X  and 

A : ]1,0[X  denote the degree of membership and degree of non membership, respectively 

and 1)()(0  xx AA  , Xx  An intuitionistic fuzzy set },|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA   in 

X can be identified to an order pair ),( AA  in XX II  . We shall use the symbol ),( AAA  for 

IFS }|))(),(,{( XxxxxA AA   .  

 

Definition 4.2.[3]. An IFS ),( AAA  in a BCI-algebra X is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

subalgebra of X if it satisfies the following : 

     (IFMS1) )}(),(max{)( yxyx AAA   , 

     (IFMS2) )}(),(min{)( yxyx AAA   ,for all Xyx , .  

 

Example 4.3. Let }5,4,3,2,1,0{X as in example 2.11, and ),( AAA  be an I F S in X defined 

by  5.0)5()4()3()2()1( AAAAA  )0(2.0 A , 

and )0(7.03.0)5()4()3()2()1( AAAAAA   .  

Then ),( AAA  is a doubt intuitionistic fuzzy subalgebra of X. 
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Lemma 4.4. Every doubt intuitionistic fuzzy subalgebra ),( AAA  of X satisfies the 

inequalities )()0( xAA   , and )()0( xAA   for all Xx .  

Proof. Clear. 

Definition 4.5[3]. An IFS ),( AAA   in X is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy BCI-ideal of X if 

it satisfies the following inequalities: 

     (IFI1) )()0( xAA   and )()0( xAA    

     (IFI2) )},(),(max{)( yyxx AAA    

     (IFI3) )},(),(min{)( yyxx AAA   for all ., Xyx   

 

Definition 4.6.  An IFS ),( AAA   in X is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X if 

it satisfies the following inequalities. 

     (IFM1) )()0( xAA   and )()0( xAA    

     (IFM2) )},(),((max{)( zyxyzx AAA    

     (IFM3) )},(),((min{)( zyxyzx AAA   for all .,, Xzyx   

 

Example 4.7. Let }3,2,1,0{X be a set with a binary operation define by the following table: 

  0 1 2 3 

0 0 1 2 3 

1 1 0 3 2 

2 2 3 0 1 

3 3 2 1 0 

 

 

Define  

X 0 1 2 3 

A 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 

B 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.2 
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 Using the algorithms in Appendix B ,we can prove that, ),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic 

fuzzy medial ideal (sub-algebra)  of X.   

 

Lemma 4.8.  Let ),( AAA  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X. If yx   in X, 

then ),()( yx AA   )()( yx AA   , for all Xyx , .  

Proof. Let Xyx , be such that yx  , then 0 yx . From (IFM2), , lemma2.5), we have  

)}0()),(0(max{)(  yxyx AAA  )}(),((max{ yyx AA                 

                                                                 = )()}(),0(max{ yy AAA   . 

Similarly, form (IFM3), we have )},0()),(0(min{)(  yxyx AAA   hence, 

 )}(),(min{)( yyxx AAA  )()}(),0(min{ yy AAA   . 

 

Lemma 4.9.  Let ),( AAA   be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X, if the 

inequality zyx  hold in X, then 

)},(),(max{)( zyx AAA   )}(),(min{)( zyx AAA   , for all Xzyx ,, .  

Proof. Let Xzyx ,, be such that zyx  . Thus, put 0z  in (IFM2), (using lemma2.5 and  

lemma 4.8), we get,  )}0(),(0(max{)( yxyx AAA   )}(),(max{ yyx AA     

    })(),(max{

)()*(sin    zyxce

AA

AA

yz







. Similarly we can prove that, )}()),(min{)( yzx AAA   . 

 

Theorem 4.10. Every doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

subalgebra of X. 

Proof. Let ),( AAA  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X. Since xyx  , for all 

Xyx , , then )()( xyx AA   , )()( xyx AA   .Put z = 0 in (IFM2), (IFM3), we 

have )}0()),(0(max{)()(  yxyxyx AAAA  = )}(),(max{ yyx AA     

                                                                                  )}(),(max{ yx AA  .Now 

)}0()),(0(min{)()(  yxyxyx AAAA  = )}(),(min{ yyx AA    

                                                                                 }(),(min{ yx AA  . 

Then ),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy subalgebra of X.  
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The converse of theorem 4.10 may not be true. For example, the doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

subalgebra ),( AAA  in example 4.3 is not doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X 

since )}44()),14(4(max{2.05.0)1(  AAA  . 

 

Theorem 4.11. Let ),( AAA  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal (subalgebra) of X ,such that 

)},(),(max{)( zyx AAA   )}(),(min{)( zyx AAA   , and the inequality zyx  are satisfied for 

all Xzyx ,, . Then ),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal(subalgebra)  of X.  

Proof. Let ),( AAA  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy ideal (subalgebra) of X. Recall that 

)()0( xAA    and )()0( xAA   , for all Xx . Since, zyxzxyxyzx  )()())(( , it 

follows from the hypothesis that )}()),((max{)( zyxyzx AAA   , 

)}()),((min{)( zyxyzx AAA   .Hence ),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal 

of X.  

 

Definition 4.12. Let ),( AAA  be an intuitionistic fuzzy set of X, we define the following: For 

any ]1,0[t  and nonempty fuzzy sets  ,  in X,  

                   the set })(|{:),( txXxtL   is called t-level cut of  , and  

                    the set })(|{:),( sxXxsU   is called s-level cut of  . 

 

Theorem 4.13. An IFS ),( AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X if and only if for 

all ]1,0[, ts , the set ),( tL A  and ),( sU A are either empty or medial ideals of X. 

Proof. Let ),( AAA   be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X and ),( tL A ),( sU A  . 

Since tA )0(  and sA )0( , let Xzyx ,,  be such that ),()( tLxyz A  and ),( tLzy A , 

then txyzA  ))((  and tzyA  )( , it follows that tzyzyxx AAA  )}()),((max{)(  , 

we get ),( tLx A . Hence ),( tL A is a medial ideal of X. Now let Xzyx ,,  be such that 

),()( sUxyz A  and ),( sUzy A , then  sxyzA  ))((  and szyA  )(  which imply that 

szyxyzx AAA  )}()),((min{)(  . Thus ),( sUx A  and therefore ),( sU A is a medial ideal 

of X.  
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Conversely, assume that for each ]1,0[, ts , the sets ),( tL A and ),( sU A are either empty or 

medial ideal of X. For any Xx , let txA )( and sxA )( . Then x ),( tL A ),( sU A and 

so ),( tL A ),( sU A  . Since ),( tL A and ),( sU A are medial ideals of X, therefore 

0 ),( tL A ),( sU A . Hence )()0( xt AA   and )()0( xs AA    for all Xx . If there 

exist Xzyx  ,, be such that )}()),((max{)( zyxyzx AAA
  . Then by taking  

)}}(),((max{)({
2

1
:0 zyxyzxt AAA

  , we get 

                            )}()),((max{)( 0 zyxyztx AAA
    

and hence x ),( 0tL A ,  )( xyz ),( 0tL A  and  zy ),( 0tL A , i.e. ),( 0tL A  is not a medial 

ideal of X, which make a contradiction. Finally assume that there exist Xcba ,,  such that 

)}()),((min{)( cbabca AAA   .  

Then by taking )}}(),((min{)({
2

1
:0 cbabcas AAA   , we get 

                       )()}()),((min{ 0 ascbabc AAA     

Therefore,  ))(( abc ),( 0sU A  and cb ),( 0sU A , but a ),( 0sU A , which make a 

contradiction. This completes the proof. 

 

5. The image and the pre- image of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal under 

Homomorphism of BCI-algebras  

 

Definition 5.1.   Let )0,,( X and )0,,( Y be BCI-algebras. A mapping YXf :  is said to be a 

homomorphism if )()()( yfxfyxf   for all Xyx  , .  

 

Theorem. Let f  be a homomorphism of BCI- algebra X  into BCI -algebraY , then                 

( i )  If 0  is the identity in X  , then 0)0( f  is the identity inY . 

(ii)  If S  is subalgebra of X , then )(Sf  is sub-algrbra of Y . 

(iii) If I  is an medial- ideal of X , then )(If is an medial- ideal in Y . 

(iv) If B is a sub-algebra of Y , then )(1 Bf   is a subalgebra - algebra of X  .  
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Proof. Clear. 

Let YXf :  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras for any I F S ),( AAA   in Y, we define 

new I F S ),( f

A

f

A

fA   in X by ))((:)( xfx A

f

A   , and ))((:)( xfx A

f

A   for all Xx .  

 

Theorem 5.2.  Let YXf :  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras. If ),( AAA  , is doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of Y, then ),( f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial 

ideal of X.  

Proof. )0())0(()0())((:)( f

AAAA

f

A fxfx   , and 

)0())0(()0())((:)( f

AAAA

f

A fxfx   , for all Xyx , . Now  

))}()(())),()(()((max{))((:)( zfyfxfyfzfxfx AAA

f

A    

))}(()),(((max{))}(()),()((max{ zyfxyzfzyfxyfzf AAAA    

)}()),((max{ zyxyz f

A

f

A   , and 

))}(()),()(()((min{))((:)( zyfxfyfzfxfx AAA

f

A    

))}(()),(((min{))}(()),()((min{ zyfxyzfzyfxyfzf AAAA    

)}()),((min{ zyxyz f

A

f

A   . Hence ),( f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal 

in X.  

 

Theorem 5.3. Let YXf :  be an epimorphism of BCI-algebras . If ),( f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X, then ),( AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal 

in Y.  

Proof . For any Ya , there exists Xx such that axf )( .Then  

           ),0())0(()0()())(()( AA

f

A

f

AAA fxxfa    

          ).0())0(()0()())(()( AA

f

A

f

AAA fxxfa    

Let Ycba ,, be such that czfbyfaxf  )(,)(,)( , for some Xzyx ,, . It follows 

that )}()),((max{)())(()( zyxyzxxfa f

A

f

A

f

AAA     

                  = ))}(()),(((max{ zyfxyzf AA   = ))}()(()),()((max{ zfyfxyfzf AA      

))}()(())),()(()((max{ zfyfxfyfzf AA    )}()),((max{ cbabc AA   ,and 
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)}()),((min{)())(()( zyxyzxxfa f

A

f

A

f

AAA             

= ))}(()),(((min{ zyfxyzf AA   = ))}()(()),()((min{ zfyfxyfzf AA  

))}()(())),()(()((min{ zfyfxfyfzf AA   )}()),((min{ cbabc AA   . 

This completes the proof. 

 

6. Product of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals 

 

Definition 6.1. Let   and   be two fuzzy sets in the set X. the product ]1,0[:  XX  is 

defined by )}(),(min{),)(( yxyx   , for all Xyx , .  

 

Definition 6.2. Let ),,( AAXA   and ),,( BBXB   be two I F S of X, the doubt product 

) , ,( BABAXXBA    is defined by )}(),(max{),( yxyx BABA    and  

)}(),(min{),( yxyx BABA   , where ]1,0[:  XXBA  , for all Xyx , . 

 

Remark 6.3.Let X and Y be BCI-algebras, we define* on X Y by: 

For every YXvuyx ),(),,( , ),(),(),( vyuxvuyx  . Clearly ))0,0(,;( YX is BCI-algebra. 

 

Proposition 6.4.Let ),,( AAXA  , ),,( BBXB  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals 

of X, then BA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of XX  .  

Proof.  

),()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   , and 

),()}(),(min{)}0(),0(min{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   , for all Xyx ,  

let XXzzyyxx ),(),,(),,( 212121 , then    

  ))},(),)((())),,(),((),)((max{( 2121212121 zzyyxxyyzz BABA    

   = )},)(()),,(),)((max{( 2211221121 zyzyxyxyzz BABA    

  = )},)(()),(),()(max{( 2211222111 zyzyxyzxyz BABA              

 = )}}(),(max{))},(()),((max{max{ 2211222111 zyzyxyzxyz BABA    

 = )}()),((max{)},()),((max{max{ 2222211111 zyxyzzyxyz BBAA    
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= )}(,))((max{)},()),(({max{max 2222211111 zyxyzzyxyz BBAA  

),)(()(),(max{ 2121 xxxx BABA   .  

and  

   ))},(),)((())),,(),((),)((min{( 2121212121 zzyyxxyyzz BABA    

= )},)(()),,(),)((min{( 2211221121 zyzyxyxyzz BABA    

= )},)(()),(),()(min{( 2211222111 zyzyxyzxyz BABA    

= )}}(),(min{))},(()),((min{min{ 2211222111 zyzyxyzxyz BABA    

= )}()),((min{)},()),((min{min{ 2222211111 zyxyzzyxyz BBAA  

)}()),((min{)},()),((min{min{ 2222211111 zyxyzzyxyz BBAA    

)}(),(min{ 21 xx BA  = ),)(( 21 xxBA   .  

This completes the proof.  

 

Definition 6.5. Let ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy sub-sets of 

a BCI-algebra X. for ]1,0[, ts  the set }),)((|),{(:),( tyxXXyxtL BABA    is 

called t-level of ),)(( yxBA    and  the set }),)((|),{(:),( syxXXyxsU BABA    is 

called s-level of ),)(( yxBA   . 

 

Theorem 6.6. A doubt intuitionistic fuzzy set ),,( AAXA   and ),,( BBXB   are doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X if and only if the non-empty set t-level cut ),( tL BA    

and the non-empty s-level cut ),( sU BA    are medial ideals of XX   for any ]1,0[, ts .  

Proof. Let ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB   be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideals of X, 

therefore for any ),( yx XX  , we have 

),()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   and for ]1,0[t , if 

txxBA  ) ,)(( 21 , therefore ) ,( 21 xx ),( tL BA   . 

Let XXzzyyxx ),(),,(),,( 212121 be such that  ))),(),((),(( 212121 xxyyzz ),( tL BA   , 

and  ),(),( 2121 zzyy ),( tL BA   .  

Now 

 ),)(( 21 xxBA    
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                            ))},(),()(())),,( ),(( ),)((max{( 2121212121 zzyyxxyyzz BABA    

                          = )},)(()), ,( ),)((max{( 2211221121 zyzyxyxyzz BABA          

                          = )},)(()),(z ),()(max{( 2211222111 zyzyxyxyz BABA    

                           ttt  },min{ ,       

Therefore  ),( 21 xx )),,)((( tyxL BA    , hence is )),,)((( tyxL BA   a medial ideal of XX  . 

Similarly ,we can prove that )),,)((( syxU BA    is a medial ideal of XX  . 

This completes the proof. 

 

7. Doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideals in BCI-

algebras  

 

Let ),( AAA   be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy subset of a set X, }]),(sup{1,0[ Xxx   , 

]1,0( . An object having the form ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

magnified translation of A if  
  )()()( xx AA

, ,)()()(  

  xx AA
be such 

that   ]21,0(,),(sup1,0[,   Xxx .In particular if 1 ,then 

))(,)(( 111

  AAA  is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy translation of A.If 0 , 

then ))(,)(( 000

  AAA   is called doubt intuitionistic fuzzy multiplication of A. 

 

Example7.1. Consider the BCI-algebra }3,2,1,0{X  in example 4.7. Define a fuzzy Subsets  

     AA  ,  of X by 

 

 

X 0 1 2 3 

A 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 

B 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.2 

  

 Since α ϵ [ 0, 1 - sup{(x), xϵ X}], β ϵ (0, 1-2 α] , then α ϵ [ 0, 1 - 0.8]=  [0, 0.2],  
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If we take α =0.1 , therefore  ]2.0,0(]21,0(   . Hence we  can take 2.0,1.0    and 

therefore we get the following table : 

 

X 0 1 2 3 

A 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 

B 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.2 

)()( 1.0

2.0 xA  0.12 0.16 0.20 0.26 

)()( 1.0

2.0 xA  0.28 0.22 0.14 0.14 

 

it is easy to show that ))(,)(( 1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0 AAA  , is a doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation 

of medial ideal on X. 

 

Theorem 7.2.The doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation ))(,)(( 






  AAA   of 

),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X if and only if ),( AAA  is doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X. 

Proof. Let ),( AAA  be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X. Then A is a non-empty 

intuitionistic fuzzy subset of X, and hence 
A  is also non-empty. Now for Xx  we have 

          )()()()0()0()( xx AAAA





    ,          

          )()()()0()0()( xx AAAA





   . 

And 

             
 )()()( xx AA

   )})(),(((max{ zyxyz AA   

                                                   = })(,)((max{   zyxyz AA  

                                                   = )}()()),(()max{( zyxyz AA  



   

and 

              
 )()()( xx AA

   )})(),(((min{ zyxyz AA   

                                                   = })(,)((min{   zyxyz AA  

                                                   = )}()()),(()min{( zyxyz AA  



  . 
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Hence ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal of X. 

Conversely, let ))(,)((,








  AAA   be doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial 

ideal of X. Then 

            )()()0()( xAA





   . i.e   )()0( xAA , therefore )()0( xAA          

Now         

  )()()()0()0()( xx AAAA





   , i.e   )()0( xAA , 

therefore )()0( xAA   .Now for all  Xzyx ,, , we have 

               )()()( xx AA


  )}()()),(()max{( zyxyz AA  



   

                                                     = })(,)((max{   zyxyz AA  

                                                     =   )})(),(((max{ zyxyz AA    

therefore , )}(),((max{)( zyxyzx AAA   and 

             )()()( xx AA


 )}()()),(()min{( zyxyz AA  



   

                                                    = })(,)((min{   zyxyz AA  

                                                   =   )})(),(((min{ zyxyz AA  

i.e. )}(),((min{)( zyxyzx AAA   . Hence ),( AAA  is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial 

ideal of X. 

Lemma 7.3. If ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial 

ideal and yx   in X, then ),()()()( yx AA





    )()()()( yx AA





   . That is 

 )( A
is order 

reserving and 
 )( A

is order preserving. 

Proof. Let Xyx , be such that yx  , by lemma 4.7, we have )()( yx AA   , and 

                   
 )()()( xx AA

 )( yA  = )()( yA


  

Similarly,  

                   
 )()()( xx AA

 )( yA = )()( xA


 . 
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Lemma 7.4.If ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial 

ideal and the inequality zyx  hold in X, then 

)}()(),()max{()()( zyx AAA








   , )}()(),()min{()()( zyx AAA








   .  

Proof. Let Xzyx ,, be such that zyx  . Thus, by lemma 4.9, we have 

        
 )()()( xx AA

 )})(),((max{ zy AA  

                                              = })(,)(max{   zy AA  

                                             = )}()(),()max{( zy AA





  . 

Similarly, we can prove that, )}()(),()min{()()( zyx AAA








   . 

 

Definition 7.5. Let YXf :  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras , for any doubt intuitionistic 

fuzzy magnified translation ))(,)(( 






  AAA   of A  in Y. We define doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

magnified translation ))(,)(()( 






  f

A

f

A

fA   in X by ))(()()()( xfx A

f

A





    and 

))(()()()( xfx A

f

A





   , for all xX. 

 

Theorem 7.6. Let YXf :  be a homomorphism of BCI-algebras. If ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal, then ))(,)(()( 






  f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal  of X.  

Proof. For all x, y, zX , we have 

          ))(()(:)()( xfx A

f

A





   )0()())0(()()0()( 






  f

AAA f  ,  

and  

           ))(()(:)()( xfx A

f

A





   )0()())0(()()0()( 






  f

AAA f  , 

Now  

)()( , xf

A


 = ))(()( xfA


    

                                             ))}()(()())),()(()(()max{( zfyfxfyfzf AA  



   

                                             = ))}(()())),(()(()max{( zyfxyfzf AA  



   

                                              = ))}(()())),((()max{( zyfxyzf AA  
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                                              = )}()()),(()max{( zyxyz f

A

f

A  



  ,  

and 

)()( xf

A


 = ))(()( xfA


 ))}()(()())),()(()(()min{( zfyfxfyfzf AA  



   

                                            = ))}(()())),(()(()min{( zyfxyfzf AA  



   

                                              = ))}(()())),((()min{( zyfxyzf AA  



   

                                              = )}()()),(()min{( zyxyz f

A

f

A  



  .  

Then ))(,)(()( 






  f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal of X.  

 

Theorem 7.7.   Let YXf :  be an epimorphism of BCI-algebras and ))(,)(( 






  AAA   a doubt 

intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation in Y. If ))(,)(()( 






  f

A

f

A

fA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

medial ideal of X, then ))(,)(( 






  AAA   is doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal in Y.  

Proof. For any Ya , there exists Xx such that axf )( .Then 

)()( aA


 = ))(()( xfA


 = )()( xf

A


  )0()( 

 f

A = ))0(()( fA


 = )0()( 

A
, and  

)()( aA


 = ))(()( xfA


 = )()( xf

A


  )0()( 

f

A = ))0(()( fA


 = )0()( 

A
.  Now,          

let Ycba ,, , and czfbyfaxf  )(,)(,)( , for some Xzyx ,, . It follows that 

)()( aA


 = ))(()( xfA


 = )()( xf

A


  

                                           )}()()),(()max{( zyxyz f

A

f

A  



   

                                           = ))}(()())),((()max{( zyfxyzf AA  



   

                                          = ))}(()())),(()(()max{( zyfxyfzf AA  



   

                                          = ))}()(()())),()(()(()max{( zfyfxfyfzf AA  



   

                                          = )}()()),(()max{( cbabc AA  



  ,and 

)()( aA


 = ))(()( xfA


 = )()( xf

A


  

                                           )}()()),(()min{( zyxyz f

A

f

A  



   

                                           = ))}(()())),((()min{( zyfxyzf AA  



   

                                          = ))}(()())),(()(()min{( zyfxyfzf AA  
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                                          = ))}()(()())),()(()(()min{( zfyfxfyfzf AA  



   

                                          = )}()()),(()min{( cbabc AA  



   

This completes the proof. 

 

Conclusion 

 

we have studied doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras X. 

Also we discussed few results of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal 

under homomorphism of BCI-algebras , the image and the pre- image of doubt intuitionistic 

fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras  are defined. How the image and the 

pre-image of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras  

become doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras  are studied. 

Moreover, the product of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-

algebras is established. Furthermore, we construct some algorithms applied to medial -ideals in 

BCI-algebras. 

 The main purpose of our future work is to investigate the foldedness of doubt intuitionistic fuzzy 

magnified translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras and bipolar intuitionistic fuzzy magnified 

translation medial ideal in BCI-algebras. 
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Appendix B. Algorithms 

Algorithm for BC I-algebras  

Input ( :X set, : binary operation) 

Output (“ X is a BCI -algebra or not”) 

Begin 

If X  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

If X0  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If 0 ii xx  then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

If  ,0))((  jjii yyxx then  

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

EndIf 

1:k  

While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If ,0)())()((  ikkiji yzzxyx  then  

Stop: = true; 

     EndIf 

   EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

(1.) Output (“ X is not a BCI-algebra”) 

Else  

   Output (“ X is a BCI -algebra”) 
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     EndIf 

Algorithm for fuzzy subsets 

Input ( :X BCI-algebra, ]1,0[: X ); 

Output (“ A is a fuzzy subset of X  or not”) 

Begin 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If ( 0)( ix ) or ( 1)( ix )  then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

   EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“  is a fuzzy subset of X  ”) 

Else  

   Output (“  is not a fuzzy subset of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End 

 

Algorithm for medial -ideals 

Input ( :X BCI-algebra, :I subset of X ); 

Output (“ I is an medial -ideals of X  or not”); 

Begin 

If I  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

 If I0  then go to (1.); 

EndIf 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

1:k  
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While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If   Ixyz ijk  )( and Izy kj   then  

If Ixi   then 

    Stop: = true; 

          EndIf 

       EndIf 

    EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“ I is is an medial -ideals of X ”) 

Else  

(1.) Output (“ I is not is an medial -ideals of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End . 

Algorithm for doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X  

Input ( :X BCI-algebra, : binary operation, , fuzzy subsets of X ); 

Output (“ ),( A is a doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X  or not”) 

Begin 

Stop: =false; 

1:i ; 

While Xi   and not (Stop) do 

If  )()0(),()0( ii xx    then 

Stop: = true; 

EndIf 

1:j  

While Xj   and not (Stop) do 

1:k  

While Xk   and not (Stop) do 

If )},(),((max{)( kjAijkAiA zyxyzx    

  )},(),((min{)( kjAijkAiA zyxyzx    then  

Stop: = true; 
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     EndIf 

   EndIf While 

 EndIf While 

EndIf While 

If Stop then  

Output (“ ),( A is not a doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X ”) 

Else  

   Output (“ ),( A is a doubt intuitionistic fuzzy medial ideal of X ”) 

     EndIf 

End. 
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